
 

 

The Matuz Family 

 

For those that don’t know we are the Matuz’s. We are like every other family Mom 
Christina, Dad Juan, and 5 kids from oldest to youngest Daylan (13) Bianca (10) Juan 
(7) Isaiah (6) and Joseph (4). We go to football and cheer practices and games. We 
also go to all the school events. We are a happy, loving family. The only thing that 
makes us different is our Isaiah has been special all of his life. Why you ask, he was 

born with epilepsy and everyday he wakes up with a smile. Recently, we found out he 
has damage on both sides of his brain and we are still trying to decide if he will have 
brain surgery now or after the school year ends or if ever. We just thank The Lord that 
every day he wakes up and he is so perfect. Even on the days he has seizures, he will 
sleep then wake up and smile. The Lord trusted us with such a precious gift. I know he 
suffers but we work hard to keep him comfortable and keep out the negative people 
who do not understand what he is going through and those that see him as “normal” 
and not special. The other thing that makes us different is I have been fighting cancer 

for 2 years now. In the beginning we kept it to ourselves because we thought it was 
going to be simple and easy, boy were we wrong. After being in remission for 2 
months the cancer was back. After many surgeries and treatments the cancer 

continues to grow and spread and now we are Stage 4 Breast Cancer. The cancer is 
located on the parathyroid on the left side, nodule on the right thyroid, mass on left 
clavicle, many lymph node on left medialstinal, lymph nodes in left armpit, mass in 

my left lung, cancer on right hip bone. With all this I try to wake up with a smile. I never 
let my kids see me cry. My husband is my rock. He tries to be so strong when I know 

he is hurting. We are all hurting. We don’t know what my future holds but for now I 
suffer through chemo hoping and praying it will finally work but every scan shows 

something new. We have not lost our faith in The Lord. Our BP Brother’s and Sister’s and 
their families have been amazing. Without them these past 2 years would have been 
even more difficult, probably impossible. We are so grateful. I, Christina know that if 

and when my time comes my family will be taken care of. 

 

 


